Introduction
In this paper, we consider the one-dimensional nonlinear Burgers' equation [7] . Wei and Gu used conjugate filter approach for solving the equation [8] . Aksan and Özdeş developed variational method constructed on the method of discretization for the numerical solution of Burgers' equation [9] . The least-squares quadratic B-spline finite element method applied to the equation by Kutluay et al . [10] . Bahadr and Sağlam used a mixed finite difference and boundary element approach to for solution of the equation [11] . The Galerkin finite element method constructed on the method of discretized in time was applied to solve the onedimensional nonlinear Burgers' equation by Aksan [12] . Gülsu and Öziş proposed restrictive Taylor approximation classical explicit finite difference method for the equation [13] . Kadalbajoo and Awasthi defined a solution based on Crank-Nicolson finite difference method for the equation [14] . Gülsu used restrictive Padé approximation classical implicit finite difference method for the Burgers' equation [15] . Liao applied a fourth-order compact finite difference method to the equation [16] . Sari and Gürarslan defined a sixth-order compact finite difference method for numerical solution of the onedimensional Burgers' equation [17] . A compact predictor-corrector finite difference scheme applied to the equation by Zhang and Wang [18] . Mittal and Jain proposed modified cubic B-splines collocation method for the numerical solutions of Burgers' equation [19] . Soliman obtained numerical solutions of the Burgers' equation by the Galerkins' method using cubic B-splines finite elements [20] . The explicit exponential finite difference method was defined by Bhattacharya for the solution of heat equation [21] . Bhattacharya [22] and Handschuh and Keith [23] used explicit exponential finite difference method for the solution of Burgers' equation. Bahadr obtained the numerical solution of KdV equation by using the exponential finite-difference technique [24] . Implicit, fully implicit and Crank-Nicolson exponential finite difference methods applied to the Burgers' equation by İnan and Bahadr [25, 27] . Also, İnan and Bahadr [26, 28] 
Explicit Exponential Finite Difference Method(EEFDM)
The solution domain is discretized into cells described by the nodes set ) , 
which is valid for values of i lying in the interval [22] . Where 
Padé Approximation
Since we can obviously multiply the numerator and denominator by a constant and leave
we impose the
We write the coefficient of
Then we can write Eq. (3.2) as 0 0 0
Since the q ' s are known from Eq. (3.9), Eq. (3.10)
can be solved easily. 
Numerical Results
We obtain numerical solution of the Burgers' equation by EEFDM-Padé technique for two standard problems. The accuracy of the proposed method is measured in terms of the following error norms defined by
From comparisons of the numerical results with the exact solutions it is deduced that the proposed method gives highly accurate solutions. The rates of convergence of the method, computed using
where h E and 
The results for Problem 1 are displayed in Table 1 Table 3 . All comparisons show that the present method offers better results than the others. In order to show, how the numerical solutions of the Problem 1 obtained with the present method we give the graphs Fig. 1. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b 
Problem 2.
The initial condition for the current problem is
and the boundary conditions
with the exact solution also given by Eq. (5.7) but with following coefficients.
In Table 4 Table 6 , we compare the numerical results of our method with the methods proposed in [10, 13, 15, 25, 29] for Problem 2. The comparisons showed that the present method offer better results than the others. is clearly seen from all tables that the obtained numerical results with the method present in this paper are in good agreement with the exact solution. Numerical solutions of Problem 2 at different times for Table 7 . From the table, we observe that the proposed method is first order accurate in space. From this table, it can be seen that errors approach to zero as the mesh refines, which shows that the scheme is consistent. 
